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Life is a passing parade.
Several people pass by in our
daily lives, who faintly have

any relation to us. We might not
know a lot about them, but clearly
each of them has a story of his own
or her own, that, properly explored,
would stand out in strange ways.

Preeti Pillai, a multi-faceted
Malayali based in Pune, inspired by
a 96-hour journey she recently took
across the cities of Mumbai,
Chennai and Kerala, weaves togeth-
er the lives of 24 estranged people
she chanced to observe in her jour-
ney, in an audio book titled Stranger
Ways. An interesting mix of a
writer, singer and linguist, Preeti
will release her first film on October
25, online, which will be available as
a downloadable e-book, and also as
an Audio book series on You Tube.

“Stranger Ways is a short fiction
series that takes you into the lives of
24 people who, in less than a minute,
turn out to be objects of trouble,
relief, inspiration and enlighten-
ment to each other,” explains Preeti,
hinting how she has been a keen
observer, always contemplating on
what is the said and the unsaid
behind the many voices that pass by.

A corporate world expat, Preeti real-
ised her calling for writing two years

back, even though she was always a

writer at heart. Says she, “Though I
have written essays and short stories
for my personal collection, Stranger
Ways will be my first published work
of short fiction. The one-hour-long
film has less of visuals to it and the
whole story evolves in an English
audio narration through my voice.”

With Preeti’s interest reaching up
to German linguistics too, she is the
founder of Quelleworks, a Pune-
based company that offers corporate
language services in German and
English. “For me, language has
always been an obsession. My life
has always been a play of music,
writing and language, unable to
decide between the three, and hence
happily nurturing the talents.”

Soft-spoken Preeti’s honey-soaked
voice is proof of her bright singing
career that spans not just the
Malayalam film industry but also
Bollywood. Sister of renowned
musician, Prashant Pillai, Preeti
is a trained Carnatic singer.

“Prashant and I share a very
intricate relationship. I remem-
ber how we used to fool around
with musical instruments
while we were young and
would be really excited to dis-
cuss about any new article on
music. We had even come
together with a devotional
album sometime back,” says Preeti,
who has crooned for Shaitan (Hindi),
Nayakan and City of God
(Malayalam) and the
upcoming Fahad
F a z i l - s t a r r e r
Amen, among
others.

Most of the-
se are her
b r o t h e r ’ s
own composi-
tions. Interes-
tingly, Prash-
ant has com-
posed a song for
Stranger Ways too.
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Developing suicidal tendencies are
quite common. A lot of people expe-

rience it. Some of them go on to actual-
ly try it out while others suppress the
negative feelings, or try to get over it,
and move on.

But when children are on such a dan-
gerous course, it’s terrible. It means
they are not able to give vent to their
feelings and frustrations.

Out of the lakhs of children, only a
few might enjoy the luxury of being
comfortable with the studies and
absorb information that is being fed to
them in the classrooms. The rest strug-
gle their way through the classes.

Some months back, I was irritated as I
heard a woman scolding her son study-
ing in the 4th standard. She was not
happy with the child’s performance in
school. I felt that, on the positive side,
he has an artistic bend of mind.

The other day, I accompanied an
acquaintance named Francis to a shop
selling sports products. He bought two
cheap badminton rackets. I asked him
about his new-found interest in games.
He told me that it’s for spending some
time during the weekends with his son.
We talked for a while and he spoke
about his disappointment in the fact
that as far as his son’s education was
concerned, he was being subjugated
into a pattern just because he is not
able to afford any other option.

His son comes home from the school
and then goes for his tuition classes.
By the time Francis reaches home
after work, the kid sleeps. Francis is
not all in favour of extra classes and
wants his son to lead a more pleasur-
able life, but says he is helpless. As the
saying goes, all work and no play
makes Jack a dull boy!

The writer is a drummer with 
Kochi-based band Kaav
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PREETI’S STRANGE SAGA
The lives of 24 peo-
ple who chanced
into the path of
writer, singer and
linguist Preeti Pillai
enliven a new audio
book, Stranger Ways
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After breaking up with dancing sen-
sation Prabhu Deva, dusky actress

Nayantara is reportedly getting closer to
another K-town star, Arya, in the last few
months. Arya,  Gen X star of Tamil films,
is also popular in Andhra Pradesh ever
since he made his debut in T-town with
the lavish production, Varudu, and was
also seen in dubbed films, such as Vaadu
Veedu and Nene Ambani.

Nayantara, award-winning actress, mea-
nwhile, took charge of her professional life
both in T-town and K-Town, even as mat-
ters developed on the personal front too.
After Prabhudeva, the actress seems to
have found some solace in her new-found
friend, Arya. Ironically, before they worked
on their first film together, Boss Engira
Bhaskaran, she had refused to partner him
while Arya persuaded her managers to
convince her. But perhaps Nayan is on the

rebound for she is said to have begun to
rely on Arya’s friendship, his consolations,
assurances of getting her more work.

They have also teamed up for an untitled
film being directed by Vishnuvardhan
with Ajith in the lead. “Arya is playing a
key role in the film, and even though he
was busy with his own schedules, he
would visit the sets to check on Nayan,
spend hours with her in the make-up
room, had a few cosy dinners,” says a
source, who observes that their bond is

strengthening by the day.
For the house-warming of Arya’s  2,500-sq

feet flat on Greams Road, Nayan was pre-
sent and was personally invited by Arya;
perhaps he was making his affections plain
in this manner. Or plainer still by recom-
mending her name for Murugadoss’ next
production. “Initially, Priya Anand was in
contention for the role, but now Arya got
her replaced with Nayan whom he will be
romancing onscreen once again,” adds the
source. Love sure has its reasons.

Reacting sharply to the ‘rumours’ doing
the rounds, the handsome hunk who is in
Mumbai shooting for his next, says,
“I’m sick, tired and in fact bored
of answering such baseless
rumours. It all started when I
invited her for a get-together
in a flat owned by my family a
few months back. I called her
since she was my co-star.
Many others including Trisha
were there.  I don’t understand why
single out Nayan as if she was the only

one invited.” A peeved Arya adds, “I have
only shot for four days with Nayantara in

Vishnuvardhan’s film. Where is the
question of me waiting at the sets

and meeting her in her make-up
room? Also, no hero decides a
heroine for any film. Given this is
a Fox Star and Murugadoss pro-
duction, how can I decide or rec-

ommend the heroine? The call is
taken by the director (based on the

script) and the producer.”
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“JUST GOOD FRIENDS,” SAYS ARYA

Though I’ve written
essays and short

stories for my
personal collection,
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published work of
short fiction
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